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Design your own answer sheet form 
 You can design your own style answer sheet by Visio 
 Or use default answer sheet, able to add logo and name in the sheet by 

yourself. 
 Support duplex answer sheet. 

 

No need special paper 
 No need to buy expensive preprinted answer sheet forms, you can print 

answer sheet form on normal paper (80 g) by normal laser printer.   
 Able to print in-house as quantity that you require. 

 

 

Writing equipment  
 Both pen and pencil, pencil 2B is recommended. 

Fast scan and OMR process, User-Friendly 
 Scan with Plustek PS406U. 
 User-friendly, WAC OMR will collect all student response and give you all 

data you need.  
 High speed processing 1200-2,400 pages/ hr. at A4, 2,400-4,000 pages/hr. 

at A5    
 Just simply scanning, WAC OMR gives the test result and all statistics that you want.  

100% Accuracy 
 100% accuracy, WAC OMR can check which bubble is mark or not. 

 

Import and verify student ID. 
 Import student list from excel file. 
 Verify student ID in answer sheet that match with in excel file. 
 Search and edit student ID. 

  

Create your own design answer sheet by Visio 
Scan with any ADF scanner Score, grade and test analysis

 



Support variety of answer key condition. 
 You can specify correct answer and score for each; 

o Single choice, Multi-Choice, Free score. 
o Different score for each response.  Free score for incorrect 

answer key. 
 You can specify answer key, test objectives, score for each response and 

other grading information for your test. WAC OMR will use these 
information to grade test automatically. 

 Support test with Single Choice, Multi-Choice, Free Score condition. 

Score Analysis 
 Show student response for each question; correct, incorrect, not mark or 

mark more 2 bubbles. 
 Support criteria reference evaluation / Norm reference evaluation. 
 Total students that has correct response in each question. 
 Report score and test statistic 

o Total questions, Total score, Total score for each student. 
o Ranking, Grade 
o Percentile, Quartile,  Z-Score, T-Score, Stannie  

 

 

Test Analysis 
 Group high, Group Middle, Group Low 
 P, PHigh, Plow (Difficulty) 
 R, Point biserial correction, Biserial correction, Delta (Discriminator) 
 Min, Mean, Median, Max, Variance, Standard deviation 
 Kuder Richardson reliability statistic 
 Cronbach alpha reliability statistic 
 Split half reliability statistic 

 

Export data 
 Export data to text and csv file in order to other analysis software e.g., 

SPSS. 
 Export both raw data and evaluated data. 

System requirements 
 Support OS – Win XP, Vista, 7, 2003 Server, 2008 Server. 

 CPU Core I5 or upper 
 RAM 2 GHz 
 Hard disk 200 MB or upper
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